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QUESTION 27 
Referring to the Exhibit, 
***Exhibit is Missing*** 
What does the number inside the square bracket represent? 
 

A. Metric 

B. Local preference 

C. Protocol reference number 

D. Route preference 

 
Answer: A 
 
QUESTION 28 
Which two statements describe IPv4 default behavior for BGP? Choose Two 
 

A. All Active BGP routes are exported to configured EBGP neighbors 

B. All BGP routes are exported to configured EBGP neighbors 

C. All BGP routes are imported into the inet.0 routing table 

D. All BGP routes are imported into the inet4.0 routing table 

 
Answer: AC 
 
QUESTION 29 
Which two statements describe the connection between control plane and forwarding plane? Choose Two 
 

A. No rate limiter is configured by default 

B. A rate limiter is configured by default 

C. Exception traffic is preferred over the control traffic during congestion 

D. Control traffic is preferred over the exception traffic during congestion 

 
Answer: BD 
 
QUESTION 30 
Referring to the exhibit, 
***Exhibit is Missing*** 
What will be the result? 
 

A. The device will boot in a multi-user mode at the configuration prompt 

B. The device will boot in a Single-user mode at the operational prompt 

C. The device will boot in a multi-user mode at the shell prompt 

D. The device will boot in a Single-user mode at the shell prompt 
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Answer: A 
 
QUESTION 31 
When multiple users are editing the configuration on a Junos device, What is the default behavior when a user issues a 
commit command? 
 

A. The user's configuration changes are committed, other users configuration changes are still 
pending 

B. The user's configuration changes are committed, other users will be exited from the 
configuration mode 

C. All valid configuration changes made by all users will take effect 

D. The user will receive an error message disallowing a commit of the configuration 

 
Answer: C 
 
QUESTION 32 
You successfully established a BGP session with peer, but do not see any routes learned from the peer, What would 
cause this problem? 
 

A. A routing policy is blocking BGP from learning the routes 

B. Unicast reverse-path-forwarding is blocking BGP from learning the routes 

C. A security policy is blocking BGP from learning the routes 

D. The firewall filter is blocking the BGP from learning the routes 

 
Answer: A 
 
QUESTION 33 
Which two conditions must exist in a Junos device for traffic to transit the device to a specific destination? Choose Two 
 

A. A forwarding table entry for that destination must exist 

B. A routing policy must be in place on the device 

C. A firewall filter must exist to allow traffic to reach that destination 

D. A routing table entry for that destination must exit 

 
Answer: AC 
 
QUESTION 34 
Click the Exhibit Button. 
[edit] 
user@router# show firewall policer policer1 if-exceeding [ bandwidth-limit 1g; burst-size-limit 100k; 
] 
then discard; 
You are asked to limit traffic on interface xe-0/0/3 to 1G using the policer shown in the exhibit. Which configuration 
would accomplish this task? 
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A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

 
Answer: A 
 
QUESTION 35 
What is responsible for processing multicast transit traffic? 
 

A. Control plane 

B. Management plane 

C. RE 

D. PFE 

 
Answer: D 
 
QUESTION 36 
What configuration parameter on a Junos device modifies the default next-hop resolution behavior of a static route? 
 

A. Resolve 

B. No-readvertise 

C. Passive 

D. Preference 

 
Answer: A 
 
QUESTION 37 
What statement is true about the longer route-filter match type? 
 

A. All routes within the specified prefix that are longer than the given prefix are considered a 
match 

B. All routes within the specified prefix that are longer or equal to the given prefix up to a defined 
acceptable prefix length are considered a match 

C. All routes within the specified prefix that are longer or equal to the given prefix are considered 
a match 
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D. All routes within the specified prefix that are longer than the given prefix up to a defined 
acceptable prefix length are considered a match 

 
Answer: A 
 
QUESTION 38 
In which directory the traceoption files stored by default? 
 

A. /var/db/ 

B. /var/tmp/ 

C. /var/log/ 

D. /var/home/ 

 
Answer: C 
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